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SYMBOL OF ACCOMPLISHMENT

Remember the feeling of receiving your very first
quality pen?
Perhaps it was to mark an occasion…a birthday,
graduation or promotion. Remember the shimmer?
The handle and flow? The box! Contained within lay
the promise of untapped creativity and style. This
was a tool to be reckoned with!
As pens have evolved into instruments of choice,
their symbolism has only grown in stature. Sacrifice
and accomplishment feel more satisfying when a
Montegrappa is there to remind you.



COME FLY WITH ME... 

Aerodynamic form and aeronautical detailing 
are the key components of a dynamic, light-body, 
aluminium pen sure to raise the pulses of flight 
fanatics. 
Mock-riveted panels, landing gear and a nose cone 
are the most visible features of a fuselage offering 
soaring writing performance. A travel case modelled 
on vintage flight goggles gives aviators a perfect 
place to stow their favourite shades.











PRESTIGE WRITING

Montegrappa pens are much more than beacons of 
prestige. Luxurious materials crafted to the highest 
standards provide incomparable writing experience. 
Nothing matches the handle, response and flair of a 
Montegrappa.

Penna Stilografica,
Fountain Pen,

ISAOR_UJ

Roller,
Rollerball Pen,

ISAORRUJ

Sfera a rotazione,
Ballpoint Pen,

ISAORBUJ



THE CONNOISSEUR’S CHOICE

More than a century of innovation, meticulous 
craftsmanship, and unmistakably Italian design has 
made Montegrappa a showcase name in the world’s 
nest department stores and boutiques. Located 
in the heart of one of Europe’s most celebrated 
cultural and industrial regions – Montegrappa’s 
Venetian factory also manufactures bespoke luxury 
pens for corporate clients, as well as world-class 
luxury brands. Dignitaries, celebrities and collectors 
covet Montegrappa’s opulent materials, audacious 
designs and handmade excellence. With increasing 
numbers of people nding sanctuary and identity in 
pen and paper, many are discovering Montegrappa’s 
air and writing joy that insiders have known about 
for decades. 
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